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cholesterol contents 134–135
defects 112
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experimental 133
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manufacturing technology 101–106
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overview 96–98
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technological advances in manufacture 110–111
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types 236–237
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coliform bacteria, in sheep milk 224–225
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    - nitrogenous constituents of 417
    - physicochemical properties 415–418
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  - IgG1 of 56
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  - sows milk 567–569
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concentrated milk products, from buffalo milk 309–310

concentrated/strained goat milk yogurt 113

conjugated linoleic acids (CLAs) 47, 387

conjugated linoleic acids

cosmetic goat milk products 127

cow milk 210
  - acid phosphatases in 66–67
  - amino acid composition in 291
  - breeds 210
  - versus buffalo milk 285
  - versus camel milk 427
  - centipoise, average viscosity in 297
  - cholesterol levels in 287–288
  - CLA in 47
  - composition of 44, 285
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  - electrical conductivity of 297
  - essential amino acids of 57–59
  - ethanol stability of 297
  - fat-related constituents of 287
  - fatty acid in 587
  - fatty acid composition in 46, 287
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  - goat milk with 88
  - growth hormone injections for 211
  - heat stability of 297
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  - surface tension of 297
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Cow milk allergy (CMA) 151–152

camel milk in 435

clinical manifestations of 161–162

pathophysiological symptoms of 162

prevalence of 161

symptoms of 161–162

cow milk protein allergy (CMPA) 399

Coxiella burnetii 228

CPP, see casein phosphopeptides

cream, buffalo milk 301

cream powder, from buffalo milk 308
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CT, see curd tension
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curd tension (CT)
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LAB, see lactic acid bacteria
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xanthine oxidase
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yogurt
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composition of 130–131
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